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We were dropped off at the volunteer
accommodation, a huge wooden barn 
with a corrugated plastic roof. We moved
into the first bunk beds we could find and, 
exhausted by the 20-hour journey, we went
straight to sleep.  I had set an alarm clock for the 
morning. However, this turned out to be completely un-
necessary, as at 6.30am we were all woken by the resi-
dent alarm clocks – the monkeys and lions!  Every 
morning the monkeys would run across the roof of the 
building and the lions could be heard roaring in the dis-
tance.  At 7.30am we set off to go help with conservation
of the reserve.  This would either       involve fixing the 
tracks, removing invasive trees with         machetes or 
repairing fencing.  We would then return for a well-de-
served breakfast.  After breakfast, the rest of the vet in-
terns and I would leave to meet the local vet, Ru.  In the 

morning, Ru would teach us about animal-related dis-
eases.  In the afternoon, we would go out to work with 
the animals. 

Within the first week, we had administered vaccinations
to local cattle, herded sheep, disinfected an elephant ab-
scess and returned an escaped ostrich to its enclosure. 
We had also been taken for target practice to prepare us
for using a dart gun.  One event that will stay with me for 
ever happened during our pre-breakfast trip into the re-
serve.  On the drive in, we excitedly noticed lion paw 
prints on the track.  A worker pointed out blood on the 
grass and said that Zulu, the alpha lion, must have been 
hunting during the night.  Thinking nothing of it, we got 
out of the car and started         repairing the potholes in 
the track.  To do this we had formed a production line
and were passing stones to one another.  It was a bit too
warm for such heavy lifting but it was going well.  An-
other truck pulled up after half an hour and the driver 
told us that he had seen Zulu this morning – near to 
where we stood.  We nervously started looking around
us and, sure enough, a few metres away in the bushes, 
Zulu was lying down watching us.  I don’t think anyone 
has ever gotten into a truck so fast.  It was a good job he 
had already had his breakfast! 

Near-death experiences aside, my time at the game re-
serve was everything I had hoped for.  It confirmed my
passion for working with animals, while opening my 
eyes to the               reality of such a career.  It has inspired
me to apply for    more  positions abroad. After gradua-
tion I will be leaving to         volunteer for two months at 
a sanctuary in Canada.  Upon my return I will be applying 
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The Game of Fives

Some of you may remember the fives 
courts at Crossleys, which were pulled 
down almost 20 years ago to make way 
for the new Technology Block.  Some 
of you may even have enjoyed playing 
the game of fives in your schooldays 
here.  Whilst there are a number of fives 
courts at schools and universities in the 
south of England, in the north there are 
only four places which have two rugby 
fives courts, namely Durham Univer-
sity, Giggleswick School, Manchester 
Y Club and, just half a mile down the 
road from Crossley Heath School, the 
former Heath Grammar School at the 
bottom of Free School Lane.  White 
Rose Rugby Fives Club play at Heath 
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings 
from 7.30pm to 9.15pm and any Old 
Crossleyan or indeed anyone they 
know wishing to take the game up 
again would be most welcome to come 
and play.  Please get in touch if you 
have any queries. 

This photo shows the building of the boys’ wing in1929; the fives courts had been built the previous 
year and can be seen to the right of the shell of the wing

Some of the White Rose Club members who had just finished playing a match against a team from the 
Rugby Fives Association

A fives team from 1934 pose in the entrance to 
the Crossley and Porter courts

This photo, from a slightly different angle, shows the Technology Block that was built on the same site 
when the courts were demolished 
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